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On 4 Feb 2021 2:38 pm,
Dear K.
Today is the 小年夜 according to the lunar calendar, while 年夜 is new year eve, I guess 小(small) 年
夜 could mean the preparation of the new year. ) I am very happy to start a dialogue with
you through email. And in this one, sharing my experiences and prep of quitting smoking.
Yesterday was the first time the thought of quitting smoking occurs to me ( simply ignored all negative facts of smoking before that...) I was watching a movie, when the film ended at 12:40 midnight, I lit a cigarette and did not enjoy
it at all... I then remembered a book mentioned by a friend about quitting smoking and read the summary of it ( Easy
way to stop smoking from Allen Carr). From 12:40 am till 18:00 pm the next day, I did not smoke. (Maybe you are curious about the film, it is a 1994-film called Eat Drink Man Woman 饮 食 男 女. I do not particularly find it so touching. )
The book-summary did help me recognize my habit of smoking. Here are some of my findings that I want
to share with you 1. Usually, I drink coffee and smoke/ I smoke and drink some alcohol. I figure those
liquids may work to make the cigarette taste less unpleasant.. means I never really like the taste of the cigarette
alone. 2. I smoke when there is a change (of setting) of the activities I am engaging with, for instance, starting/ ending something, a change of the environment ( fighting GRAVITY) or just, when I am stressed ---out...
After the thought of quitting occurred, I tried the longest length of not smoking (since I smoke), though it did
not last a 24 hour, I am still pretty happy with this spontaneous try. )) I “failed” after dinner, during a phase when
I lost track of what I am going to do next...I did some cleaning, then some exercises, then drank a fresh-made
coffee, then some walking around, but my mind was just spinning around cigarettes. Btw, after the initial 12
hours of no smoking period passed, I started to feel some dizziness. Very similar to the feelings I had when I flew
from Lhasa (3656m) to Chengdu (378m). As a result of the increased level of oxygen in my blood ( so as I read
about the withdrawal symptoms elsewhere), I was feeling dizzy as if I was having a low-altitude reaction. Anyway, very interesting observation!! This encourages me to engage in a prepared quitting- smoking-all-at-once.
-----oh, shit, after mentioning it so many times, I am going to smoke a cigarette now..)------ My preparation
is not so complicated but it involves a lot of my mental/emotional/body involvement. In one sentence: I need
to establish another coping mechanism with gravity and stress. Some technical ones are 1. Change the afterdinner coffee to tea and try to be flexible about the morning coffee routine. 2. opppsby accident I have stopped
drinking alcohol for a week now. buzof a small outpatient surgery on the infected boil, I was then inscribed
with antibiotics and was not allowed to drink. wow, the second day when I went to change the dressing, it was
insanely painful. The highest level of pain in my life (lucky meee). maybe this crazy painfulness actually gave
me an epiphany, of wanting to change something of my life. I used to drink alcohol like soft drinks, and cigarette is always aside. so I decided to stick with a controlled intake of alcohol from now, or no alcohol at all.) A
very good start to quit smoking. (But what is then the pleasure in life then??????? hymmm.) Overall I am not
concerned with dying early but I hate going to hospitals. The boils are also related to stress, smoking, alcohol....
3. and stress-coping mechanism...I am still figuring this out! I would say smoking is a mediation between me
and the world. I have used it to channel fear, anxiety, navigate changes, fill out daily existential dizziness...
As the book would suggest, smoking, if not amplifying, at least does not help to relieve them. I am trying to
be more aware of what is happening when I feel the urge to smoke, I smoke, and after I smoke. The ultimate
goal is finding ways to confront/resolve/dissolve the stress alternatively. 4. Incorporating some daily exercisemediation routine. I have found one technique that is suitable for me. It is a body-training method in one style
of martial art. Very straightforward, very much to my taste. Let me just show you when next time we call.!
I attach the book in case you want to have a look. Today I also checked the information of vipassana centers in
China, do you know about it? If possible, I would like to join a ten-day vipassana meditation course and also
quit smoking there. In Feb there are still deadlines lying around and the new year festival (lots of stress indicating here). I am planning to quit in Mar or April. Are you interested to join me? :) My report of prep of quitting
smoking is finished here. haha. I just want to share every bit of it with you! Hope you might find them helpful.
a warm big hug
xxxx jiachen

On Thu, 4 Feb 2021 at 23:56,
My dear,
What a better day to start a correspondence in this longer form, rather than just exchange of messages. Everything seems always just so short using app to catch up, i definitely feel more comfortable writing long mails.
I watched this film you mentioned very long ago, i don't really have clear memory about it, but i remember that was a lot about food, or at least i reckon i had this desire of certain food displayed in the movie. It's curious that you started to think
about quitting smoking after this film, but i guess, cigarettes, or alcohol are so
much related with taste and oral sensations that i think make sense this relation.
You know, i started smoke cigarette relatively late compares to the average, I think i always disliked the smell, since childhood, i tried many
times to understand what was all about and i ended up wanting to puke.
I don't know how and why i started, i guess it was pretty much about social things, like, all
friends and ppl around me were smoking, and i used to be a big pothead, and at the same
time studying for some exams and not being able to focus because the pot. So at certain
point i just bought a bag of tobacco and i started to roll as i would roll normally a joint,
and finally i could repeat this gesture and habit and feeling bit more focus on my books.
I think i was 24 or something.
Since then i never really thought to quit seriously, better i thought about it thousands times,
but never had a serious break, not even for a couple of hours. WheniwasstilllivinginItalyIwa
scatchingbronchitiseverywinter,andnoteveninthat moments of pain and have terrible cough i
wouldn't stop. Different teeth surgeries didn't work to have a little break, high fever, panic attacks, severe anxiety, nothing really helped to put aside this habit for more than a couple of hours.
Sometimes i would have go to the basketball pitch and shoot and having cigarettes breaks. Insane.
Beside this incapacity, this routine, the imaginary pleasure and the fake stress relief,
there's of course a lot of thoughts, about my health in relation with that, the fact that
I am a person that get addicted quite easily, in therms of substances and emotionally.
Im therefore curios to read this book, i always heard about this sort
of books, and i know few people who quit thanks to that reading.
And i know other few that quitted with meditation, or hypnosis, ayuhasca, and so on.
I think its quite hard, as any other addiction, but its all up to the will, once we take decisions its already something to start, and it helps to acknowledge the relation with coffee
or alcohol, i mean other substances that works very great with nicotine and the taste of it.
Smoking is indeed unpleasant. Entering in a room that stinks cold ashes is disgusting even for me. I hardly stand passive smoke, when bar were open here, at some
point, even tho i enjoyed so much to drink and smoke in a close warm space, ar some
point i wanted to live because the passive smoke. We know all of that, and not only in
theory. We know that and much more, and we have tools to face the habit itself.
Sometimes, as i was saying already to you i feel i can have a stroke from one moment from the other because of that, however i never really stepped the threshold and committed myself with a serious plan.
But
i
know
that
soon
or
later
i
will
have
to
face
that.
I think ill start with this book, lets see where leads me. I thank you in advance for that.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Much love from a grey and cold Berlin today.
Yours K.

On Sat, 6 Feb 2021 at 00:06,
Dear K,
How is your day going? thanks for sharing with me about your experiences with
cigarettes! Before I reply to them, let me first share a (LOT) bit of my day, to help
me settle down at the end of the day and settle in, in the presence of words.) At night,
I got some visitors: Two nephews, 22, 23 years old, and a sister ( my mom’s bigger
sister’s daughter, the mom of one nephew). It was a bit festive and quite some talks.
One of the nephews has run away from his family and now stays with this sister after a fight with his mom. well.... anyway, he sort of trusts me and likes to talk with
me. I am all very happy to share my perspectives, but they have come a bit too often
throughout these months and I get a bit bored with the sort of talk I engage with.
well, that’s surely not something to complain about. I also had my younger times...
I saw an on-line lecture today on the queer capacities of abstract art. https://
www.ici- berlin.org/events/david-j-getsy/ The introduction immediately attracted my attention as I have always wanted to figure out why I am driven to,
not just abstract art, but lots of seemingly abstractionising practices. The point
of view in the talk is sort of mediocre, not so queerly convincing, or it is too
convincing when making interpretations of artworks; but definitely a pleasant and joyful watch! I am curious, do you have some favorite abstract artists?
wow yesterday felt so far away. ) I almost forget I have attempted and am still
making plans to quit smoking haha. Hymm, I didn’t make any linkage between
the film and its visceral effects on me that enacted a cigarette-quitting attempt!
But true, the film is heavily loaded with food, and the processing of food, full of
sensations, however, soo good-looking food without real appreciation in the film.
I can totally relate, Me same, prone to addiction. So I guess it’s possible to make
another addiction that helps quit the cigarette (maybe you have mentioned this to
me at another time?) I am glad you want to read this book! I hope it might be a
promising start. The summary alone has helped me. Thanks for sharing with me
your beginning story with cigaratte. I don’t think I can establish such clarity, on
how my cigarette addiction starts and evolves. Lots of casual moments.) hymm at
this moment I am guessing maybe joint would be helpful to you if you want to quit
cigarette. Like a re- versing process, moving back towards the point in life when
there is no cigarette, and you can decide where you want to stop.) I did know a
friend (the same friend who shared me with that book), they quitted cigarettes in
Thailand and in the withdrawal process used joint as assistance.) Inspiring story.)
I hope your day is going on nicely! Tomorrow I want also to share some photos with you, the ones I took when I discovered my hometown.) See, one of my
addiction now is to make plans. I find make a to-do list at night of the coming-next-day helpful. Last week, I make one to-do list: “resting day, doing anything, doing nothing, rest”. I did rest better after I instructed myself to do so.
Ok, I am going to make a to-do-list now. Send you lots of love and a big hug. Wish
you a beautiful day!
jiachen

On 6 Feb 2021 4:38 pm,
Dear K
Are you familiar with Giuseppe Ungaretti, the Poet? Today I encountered one
of his poems by accident and just introduced myself to Italian hermetic poetry.
I am very interested to read some more of that kind. This one comes my way
and I like it.
“The Beautiful Night”
What song has risen tonight and woven
the crystal echo of a heart into the stars
What sudden holiday of this reveling heart
I had been
a pool of dark
Now I bite
space
like a child the breast
Now I am universe-drunk
–Devetachi, August 24, 1916
In the day, I had an X-Ray scan of my right ankle. It got hurt a month ago and
is still swollen a bit. Luckily nothing wrong with the bone. ) Later on, I walked
around in a new direction outside the city. People in my hometown are so
obsessed with growing vegetables, as well as feeding chickens, ducks. They
are found In any crack of the land and water, or sometimes the most beautiful
spot in the area. So I want to share these traces of the day with you. See in the
attachment. )
feb 6.zip
ps. I hope it’s ok I send you e-mails in my own rhythm! just don’t have any
extra replying pressure.)
Enjoy the weekends! xxx best
jiachen

On Tue, 9 Feb 2021 at 04:20
Dear Jia chen
Im glad the result of the Xray came out alright, I remember long conversations about bones, flexibility, orientations :)
Im quite familiar with Giuseppe Ungaretti, when I was in my teen years I was quite obsessed with
his poetry. You should check also Eugenio Montale, another great one. I will look for some good
English translations and send back to you.
This weekend was quite tiring and overwhelming, we had a friend at home, we were working on
different sets shootings for a workshop that will happen in Berlin in 3 weeks. In attachment you will
find the following informations about this beautiful project I’m part of.
I love the pictures and this détournement u are doing in the city, and i find it pertinent somehow
with what Im working on right now. So far is still all theoretical, but soon I have to come up with
more ideas about how can make all this happen, according also with Covid restrictions measure. We
are still allowed to gather within a certain number of people, for working also, maximum 5,so im
trying to figure out the better solution to have a room which can work as laboratory, for the first 2
weekends of May.
Berlin is very cold these days, we are having amount of snow that I didn’t see ij the last 5 years. Its
very beautiful, and peaceful, and of course, because the reverberation of all this white all turns up
very bright and luminous.
Im sitting in my studio now, smoking, and I just realized that since friday I had not time to reply you
back, or even been able to make this considerations about this sense of calmness that snow and lack
of hectic activities in the streets, does to me.
Its also very strange to be here, I mean, in a big city, when everything its suspended, because restrictions. I was thinking that would make so much more sense to be in the countryside, among animals,
cause all the benefits of the city are shut down.
Tomorrow will be another intense day, as well as the whole week, but I’m glad it’s happening, you
know how wintertime can be depressing here without having plans and project to fulfill.
I’ll try to find decent translations from Eugenio Montale.
More from me soon, i guess its night over there, or almost dawn, so you’ll find this email when you
are up to start your day.
Hugs.
K.

Dear K,
Thanks for inviting me to share a vibe of snowy Berlin. Here I am expecting some
hectic festive air. My sister’s family is arriving soon, along with her husband, and
my nephew. I have set up a chain of strategy tips for these days.> Will see. The
other day, I watched a choreographed documentary, Lust&Sound in West-Berlin
1979-1989, chaotic, exciting, great soundscapes. I envy those who grew up in that
era. I identified with the whole of Berlin in an intense way, however, this identification has started to lose its captivating force which has driven me so almost “desperately” for a return. I guess this suggests a lot of my changes in the past two or three
years (I would still be thrilled to be in Berlin! miss you and the city).
The attachment was failed to be attached! I am curious to know what you are
working on. I hope by May, a relax in all restrictions measure can really take place.
I have looked up Eugenio Montale’s works, yes, I can see why you suggested his
poems, although I haven’t really bridged a moment to appreciate the poetic brilliance. So please send me some good translations when you get time.
I can understand well your felt-strangeness in covid-snowy Berlin. Yesterday, during my day-dreaming, the image of living (for a while) on a semi-isolated island
come to me. Oh, I miss the sea! I am not so far away from the east coastline. In
March I hope I can make a journey there.
I still want to share more photos with you. See in the attachment. one in pages form
and the other in pdf. there are some random arrangement in the pages form if you
can open it like that, i hope this arrangement might give you a feeling of travelling
in my hometown. ) and if you like, you can send me your random arrangement of
the photos in pdf.
the last of the day according to lunar Calander. I hope you are having a wonderful
day. All my best wishes and a big hug.xx
Yours Jiachen

otherwordly

On 12 Feb 2021 10:15 am, :
Dear Jia chen,
Happy New Year!
More from me soon, now I’m rushing out for some shootings.
Love,

On 15 Feb 2021 9:02 am
My dear,
How this new year is treating you?
Hope it’s not too much stressful to deal with family and stuff. When im back to
Italy for new year or Xmas it’s always a great big deal. There’s always something
in the air which makes everybody hectic. I don’t really understand the reason.
Last letter I was telling you about this project I’m working on, all will happen the
first two weekends of March, and I’m feeling more confident, as far I know better
what I’m going to do in these days, with some people participating, and apparently
the end of February will also marks the end of lockdown, according with news
about developments of vaccination and decreased cases. Not that I’m follow up
too much news, I’m rather surprised by the fact that I didn’t get covid so far, and
i spend my days doing research on the internet for tjis project, or zoom call with
other artists involved in. Watching also lots of movies, but this normally happens
at night, and my level of focus and dedication is pretty limited, so I end up with tv
series just to fall asleep at some point. Doing also lots of weird dreams, that are sort
of good scenario for making paintings, except for the fact that then I don’t really
paint too much, cause again, paintings requires a lot of time and dedication as well.
Yesterday I made a new batch of kombucha tea, and I realized that it wasn’t tea at
all, I did certainly something wrong, with amount of sugar, so the liquid turned into
vinegar, which is not bad, I just used to store some pickled peppers.
Im having coffee and cigarettes while i write you and there’s a squirrel jumping
from one branch to the other of the tree in front of my window.
I will start the day with this image which resemble pretty much my state of existence right now :)
I wish you good days of celebration. Talk soon
XxK

On Mon, 22 Feb 2021 at 03:44
Today we had sort of first glimpse of spring, went down for a walk
at Tiergarten, looking for cruising areas there:)
Here’s some snaps...
Hugs
K.

On 22 Feb 2021 5:30 pm,
Dear K,
Thanks for sharing your project and the fungi assemblages!! wow, The color of
the moss is very interesting! How is your day going? sorry for my absence for the
past week. The new year gathering, it was, yes, quite hectic. complicated situation.
There were some nice moments and the weather was pretty nice.
Today the temperature rose to 28 C, which is quite unusual for this time of the
year. And the roller-coaster of season changes within days gave the body lots of
confused feelings.
That’s exciting, the lockdown ending and the start of your project!! Hope the
preparation is all clear and inspiring. I haven’t got a proper mode to check the project description you sent me (will soon). I did check your website the other day. >
for the first time(!) Though most works there, buz of the internet-viewing mode and
the limited info, become rather conceptual. I still had a good time! and this image:
“there’s a squirrel jumping from one branch to the other of the tree in front of my
window” and you saw your state of existence in this moment, I understand well. I
think in general, we understand each other’s state of existence pretty well.
Besides the new year celebration, I had some aromatic change in life, recognising how smells for me are like the soundscapes. I got some Cedarwood Atlantica,
Myrrh and Frankincense essential oils. use the three for the skin care, and the
Cedarwood one also as inhale intake. Pretty intense at first, but I do like the idea of
smelling a condensed sea of cedarwood and when the intensity decreases, it gives a
feeling of some nice pine smells in a nearby forest /mountain. These three seem to
be quite strong ones, with antiseptic effects to say the least, (on my paranoid feeling for disinfection remains quite present..) Back to our conversation on cigarettes,
or its quitting, I do figure the cedarwood is decreasing my appetite for cigarettes.
I am now in the run for a deadline coming soon (Mar 1), a program at Amsterdam
uni! Well, as the urge to leave my small hometown is growing big, I am taking this
one with some seriousness. Wish me good luck!
my best, xxx, a big hug
jiachen

On Wed, 24 Feb 2021 at 13:19
My dear,
Let’s start from the bottom of your letter these lines about your application for Amsterdam Uni.. So glad you are taking this opportunity, of course I´m glad in a very selfish
way :) having you back in Europe, even tho is Amsterdam its just magical! Il keep all
my finger crossed and all my positive vibes goes to you and your commitment. Im curios about the matter of this program, is it a PhD, a scholarship, fellowship, when does
it starts, now I’m full of questions!
Again I’m up before dawn, and writing you within my usual routine, breakfast with
coffee and cigarettes, outside is still dark, and no sight of flying squirrels on the tree. I
have got this habit last year, when Covid raised in Europe, as long my usual activities
out at nights were very limited, and still they are, I just discovered how much is suiting
me waking up about 4 or 5 am, enjoying the silence (not that this area is pretty loud, as
you know) but I’ve got the feeling that times gets slower, and feels productive somehow. I mean, I manage to focus better on reading or writing during these hours. Strange
enough, never been such a morning person. I just guess that body goes through different waves, and now I´m hitting this one, even tho sometimes i feel like a zombie for the
rest of the day.
Its interesting what you say about smell and soundscapes. Smell its a great sense and
has this way to go through and in between different layers of the mind, I have the same,
sometimes i smell things and my brain is doing weird connection with places and past
memories. And its simply great that your desire for cigarettes gets limited by cedar
wood. I adore this smell, i collect some cedar from place i visit, and i burn it from time
to time. Do this also with some homemade smuggle sticks, made of sage, or lavandel or
rosemary, to disinfect my rooms and clear the energies.
The prep for my workshop are alright, i feel very confident with some achievement so
far, and I’m truly excited to start, it will be the first time in a year that I get close and
so connected with a reasonable amount of ppl in Berlin. Since the outbreak, as you can
imagine here’s things got very strict and boring.
But i dont want to dig this out, I prefer to stay rather optimistic and grateful for the
simple fact that i haven’t catch it so far, and feels great and healthy, social distance and
all this time spent apart from people I care and I love will come to an end.
I will start now with something to make sure this day will be a good one. Having good
time these days with this smell of spring coming up.
Hugs from the heart.
K.

On 28 Feb 2021 7:12 pm,
Dear K,
How are you these days? Thanks for sharing with me your unusual
morning-person routine. You sounded calm in this early hour of the
day. last year, I had a period when I went to sleep at 6-7 am in the
morning, with the first arrivals of light and the lighting up of the
sky. It felt great. Perhaps that’s how I got caught up in an unusual
wave. >
To your question and my excuse for the long absence: I am applying for Art and performance research studies at Amsterdam uni, and
meanwhile, critical studies at fine art academy Vienna. sometimes,
I have an all-SOAKED-in tendency, doing one thing in life, with a
commitment, under stress, or simply a tendency. The writing of a
motivation letter or a project proposal, they are all too affirmative,
and is so tiring. I am a bit driven to the nihilist side while I am doing this labour. Deep doubt on almost everything... But I decide to
be confrontational with that nihilist trap or temptation. The project
you are involving somehow gives me some forces and hope in this
fight, such a beautiful one. I do enjoy reading the proposal you
shared with me. and wow, it’s happening soon. exciting, I am happy
for you!
ending the day with some random music and some lavender smells.
now I am going to finish a book I am reading. It is a documentary
fiction that takes place in a city near my hometown in the early 21
century. very triggering, both in good and bad and unknown ways.
More from me soon. xxx.
lots of love and hugs
jiachen  

On Mon, 1 Mar 2021 at 08:30
Jiachen,
I found on the internet a platform called “memories of the world” and i was thinking
about you. Basically you would find any book in pdf ever published, in English, but
literally all that has been written so far.
I’m downloading books on books that i would need another life to read it all, don’t
have actually lot of time to read, beside some researches I do daily, but i guess I’m getting the same feeling of anyone that in the past was having entering the doors of Alexandria library. Or any other words lover or knowledge seeker from all the time. I just
bumped into this title : “Queering the middle age”, i dont know yet if is any good, but
I’ll give a look tomorrow.
I think you will find there all the Ungaretti’s poetry you were looking for.
Here is about 1:30 am, usually at this hours of the day I’m often awake and sort of productive, but also this morning i woke up again super early, and now my eyes are about
to close.
I’m crossing my fingers and everything for your applications. Amsterdam and Vienna
sounds nice and fun as option. If you ever get to Vienna and stay there for a bit i would
visit you as soon I can travel again, can’t wait to have a breakfast with you in some of
that art nouveau café :)
Ill write you more soon.
Love
K.

Dear K,
wow, how nice. even just to put some imagination into this: having you visit in Vienna and
having breakfast with you in a fancy cafe, eating eggs in an impressive way.... Anyway. I have
made a timely submission for this one, so will see. > In any cases, i hope we can meet in person
soon!!
It is such wonderful feelings to be overwhelmed by books or knowledge. I mean, most of the
time it is! I will note memories of the world and check it out next time I need it. . At the moment I already have a long list of books I am reading... After some painful proposal writing
experiences these days, I now plan to update my reading habit a bit, for example, to have some
more writing along the way. hymm.
Honestly, I have lots of doubt when making the application these days. I don’t think I want to be
in the institution of academia (for my life), though I have wrote sth like I am going to do a Ph.d.
etc etc in the application. so many restrictions out there. These days, my desire to continue the
muay thai training is quite strong. I want totally to make a commitment to finish some-year’s
training and become an independent trainer, combining martial art and my feminist philosophy,
and give queer feminist style muay thai workshops someday.>> The other day, I was talking
with a friend, who is doing a master’s program in Amsterdam at the moment. I saw so many
aspects of myself when listening to their sharing of the first experience of studying and living in
europe. I do think muay thai could be a beautiful add-up for some queer ppl of color, so like me
and this friend. It is a bit reductive to say so, but I think it is less-likely needed for a boundaryalert, and somewhat tough, white german feminist to learn some muay thai. well. )
How are you today? How is your project going? Is there any relaxing measures in place in the
city? today I feel a bit slow, maybe I will try to find some Ungaretti to read or just watch some
documentary and call it a day ( I find food-travel documentary very relaxing and watch quite a
lot these days.>) . also In the attachment, there are two set of photos, one is recent ones in my
hometown, esp in the soon-to-be demolished part; and the other are some other photos over the
years, I just used them for the wien application.
When I said the photo gives me both cozy and strange feelings. I think I just could not find
proper words for the “cozy” side and for the “strange” side, so as to make my meanings clear.
I have randomly and intuitively picked some photos (the nostagie pack). But I think they are
more on the “strange” side, not saying that the photos give strange feelings, but instead, when
I was taking the photos, I was more or less looking at a spectacle elevated from the mundane.
So they don’t have the quality of both “cozy” and “strange” from my understanding…. Hmmm.
I like this set of ideas better than postcards, buz I think it would be great to have photos taken
from our immediate surroundings that reflect the nostalgia and digital e-mailing slowness or
whatever feelings as you suggested. anyway, I hope maybe there are some that can go with our
frame. i will also try to take some photos with this frame tomorrow. let me know how I can help
with the layout! chopping e-mails? I am pretty new to such labour, so it would be great if you
could give me some instructions.
talk soon. big hugs xxx
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